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ERIN ANDERSON is a senior in History. She wrote “The Great Social Evil: Geographic and Social Segregation in Metropolitan Victorian Prostitution Reform” for Dr. Joe Sramek’s History 410, 19th Century Europe class in Spring 2015. She was the recipient of the history department’s Edward J. O’Day Paper Prize for the best undergraduate student paper in 2015-2016.

JACOB MITCHELL graduated with a B.S. in Social Science Education in May, 2016. He wrote “Bayard Rustin: The Intersection of Sexuality and Civil Rights” for Dr. Natasha Zaretsky’s History 392 class in Fall 2015.

MICHAEL A. MROZ graduated with a B.A. in History in May 2015. He wrote “Black Cowboys of the Cattle Frontier” for Dr. Jose Najar’s History 392 class in Spring 2015. He is currently a graduate student at the Reformed Theological Seminary, Charlotte.

EMILY MUSZYNSKI is a senior majoring in History Education. She wrote “The Sexualized Nature of Female Superheroes from 1940 to 1980: A Journey through Time, Comic Books, and the Women’s Liberation Movement” for Dr. Natasha Zaretsky’s History 392 class in Fall 2015.

BLAKE NANNEY graduated with a B.A. in Political Science and History in May 2016. He wrote “Illinois’ ‘Egypt’ and its History of Slavery” for Dr. Jose Najar’s History 392 class in Spring 2015.

ALEX ZANDER is a senior in History. He wrote “The Dust Bowl: An Environmental Disaster on the Great Plains” for Dr. Jo Ann Argersinger’s History 392 class in Spring 2015.